
Managing an Employee in Recovery from a Substance-
Use Problem
As a manager, you are in a unique posi on to no ce an alcohol- or substance-use problem and to take
ac on to refer an employee to help. Once an employee has acknowledged the problem, sought help,
changed habits, and resumed produc ve work, you are again in a unique posi on to support the
employee's wellbeing and success at work.

What does it mean to be in recovery?
When a person is in recovery from an alcohol or substance-use problem, they have voluntarily changed
their alcohol- or substance-use habits to live a healthier and more produc ve life. Addic on does not
have a simple on-off switch, however, and is never "cured." Rather, recovery is a process of becoming
and remaining free of the influence of alcohol and other drugs for longer and longer periods.

People in recovery o en combine abs nence or reduced consump on habits with ongoing treatment,
personal growth, social support, and service to others. As such, recovery is a journey. Being in recovery is
an achievement; remaining in recovery takes an ongoing effort. The good news is that the longer a
person is in recovery, the lower their risk of relapse.

Your Role as a Manager When an Employee Is in Recovery
In most ways, your role as a manager is the same as it was before you were aware that the employee is
in recovery from an alcohol- or substance-use problem. It's up to you to do the following:

Be aware of and follow your employer's alcohol- and drug-use workplace policies.
No ce performance problems, and deal with them in a fair and consistent way.
Help employees improve their performance with suppor ve coaching.
Be sure your employees are aware of the resources and support available to them, including the
employee assistance program (EAP).

A recovery-suppor ve workplace alcohol and drug policy will recognize that recovery may involve lapses
or recurrences—temporary failures of judgment or short-term incidences of alcohol or substance use.
Such lapses or recurrences may indicate a need for addi onal or modified treatment. Speak with your
human resources (HR) representa ve to be sure you understand what your organiza on's policies are
when you observe a performance problem and suspect a lapse or recurrence. Those policies may vary for
different jobs and may have special provisions for an employee who is in recovery.

Plan for the employee's return to work.
If an employee has taken me off from work for treatment, par cipate in planning their return to work.
Ideally, a planning conversa on will be ini ated by the employee's EAP counselor or a counselor from
the treatment program and should include you and an HR representa ve. If such a conversa on has not
been scheduled and the employee's return-to-work day is approaching, ask to meet with your HR
representa ve to create a plan for their return. The plan should consider

The employee's work schedule—whether a reduced schedule will help the employee step back into the
workplace while a ending follow-up treatment sessions (if this is what the employee prefers or the



counselor recommends)
The employee's work responsibili es—whether temporary changes in the employee's responsibili es
are needed to reduce stressors that might trigger a recurrence or lapse (if this is what the employee
prefers or the counselor recommends)
Expecta ons for the employee's performance and conduct

Learn about substance use and recovery.
When working with a person in recovery, it can help to be informed about the nature of addic on and
recovery. Knowledge will give you a be er understanding of what your employee is going through and
might need from you:

Sign up for any training your employer offers on alcohol or substance use in the workplace.
Read about addic on treatment and recovery, and the effects of alcohol or substance use on a
person's health and behavior.

Create a work environment that supports recovery.
A posi ve work environment helps all employees thrive and give their best effort. It can also help
employees who are in recovery stay alcohol- and drug-free:

Treat employees with respect.
Find out what mo vates the people who report to you.
Recognize your team members' priori es outside of work.
Be generous with praise and recogni on.
Encourage problem-solving, innova on, and collabora on.
Have zero tolerance for harassment and bullying.
Be an accessible and suppor ve coach.

For an employee who is in recovery, simply offering your support and asking how you can be helpful is
likely to make a huge difference.

Watch, too, for any indica ons of resentment or hos lity from teammates in response to the employee's
behavior before ge ng treatment. Make it clear that if anyone has problems with another employee's
performance, they should bring the ma er up with you. Retalia on for past behavior can never be
allowed.

Respect the employee's privacy.
As a manager, you may have privileged informa on about the employee's earlier alcohol- or substance-
use problem that the employee's team members may not have. You may know that the employee's
absence was for treatment, which is confiden al medical informa on. Unless the employee permits you
to share it, you have a responsibility to keep this informa on private.

Be careful with your own curiosity, too. The employee has no obliga on to share details of their
treatment.

Reduce stigma.
Understand that alcohol-use disorder and medical-use disorder are medical condi ons, not personality
flaws or moral failings. Recognize that the employee may be judged by others and s gma zed for their
problem, even now that they are in recovery, and that nega ve words and shunning behavior can leave
them feeling isolated and undervalued. Try not to let that be their experience in the workplace.



Share what you have learned about alcohol and substance use with all of your employees, if you can do
it in a way that doesn't violate the privacy of the employee who is in recovery. Watch for nega ve
language about people with substance-use problems, and correct it with more respec ul language.
("Addict" is a nega ve and judgmental label. "Person with a substance-use disorder" is more accurate
and respec ul.)

Be prepared for and deal with relapse.
Recovery is not always a smooth journey. As with other chronic diseases, recovery from alcohol or
substance-use disorder can involve lapses or recurrences—temporary backsliding into former behaviors.
It can also involve relapse—a full resump on of the addic ve behavior.

Know that there is a difference between a lapse and a relapse. If your employee has one bad day, that's
not necessarily the end of their recovery. They may be able to get right back on track, perhaps with some
addi onal counseling or by reconsidering the approach to treatment. It's not your business to diagnose
the problem or know how they get back on track. Your role is to be clear about performance expecta ons
and fair in calling a en on to performance problems. With clear, mely, and construc ve communica on
about work performance, you may be able to help the employee recognize a problem before it gets out
of control.

If your employee does have a relapse, that's not necessarily the end of recovery either. As long as no
policies have been violated and no one has been put at risk, you might give the employee the chance to
renew treatment or try a different treatment approach. It's in both of your interests that the employee
succeed, both at work and in their efforts to manage their alcohol- or substance-use problem in their life
outside of work.

The sooner your employee can get back into recovery, and the longer they are able to stay in recovery,
the be er their long-term outlook.
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